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Marian Center

DIRECTIONS to the PFMC (See Map on Page 2 of 2)
From the NORTH or NORTHWEST

From the SOUTHWEST or SOUTH

Get on NEW JERSEY (NJ) Highway 73
SOUTH towards Marlton and Berlin. From
the NJ TURNPIKE use EXIT 4 then stay
left to join NJ Highway (NJH) 73 SOUTH
towards Marlton and Berlin.

If using the NJ TURNPIKE, it is easiest to
go to EXIT 4 and follow the directions from
the NORTH or NORTHWEST.

Follow NJH 73 SOUTH for several miles
until you see CANALS on your RIGHT. You
are approaching the intersection of NJH 73
and NJH 70, the Marlton Circle. NJH 73
traffic now flies over the Marlton Circle with
NJH 70 traffic under the overpass. You must
be in the center lanes of NJH 73 SOUTH to
fly over the Marlton Circle
Continue on NJH 73 SOUTH for several
more miles until you pass BURGER KING,
TACO BELL, and LONG JOHN SILVER
fast food outlets approaching what used to be
the BERLIN CIRCLE. Now the road just
bears left to continue on NJH 73 SOUTH.
Continue on NJH 73 SOUTH for several
more miles until you pass WINSLOW HIGH
SCHOOL on your left get in the right lane to
turn right at the traffic signal for
NORCROSS ROAD with FOUR COUNTY
EYE CLINIC on your right.
CAHNT AVENUE is the next RIGHT
TURN just one block east of NJH 73
SOUTH on NORCROSS ROAD.
223 is the last house on the left with a large
driveway after the mailbox with 223 on it.

If using INTERSTATE (I) – 295, take Exit
32 for CCH 561 (Gold letters on a Blue
Pentagon
Sign)
which
is
called
HADDONFIELD – BERLIN ROAD. Go
EAST towards Berlin (There is a Melita
Coffee operation to the right of the exit ramp
which is just beyond the Exit 31 ramps going
to and coming from the Woodcrest Rail
Station.) Follow CCH 561 EAST until it
intersects with NJH 73 at what used to be the
BERLIN CIRCLE (Palace Diner on the
right). This is about six miles from I-295.
Go straight through the traffic signal and
merge with NJH 73 SOUTH.
Follow the “Continue on NJH 73 SOUTH”
directions to the left of this column.

From the SOUTHEAST or EAST
Follow
the
ATLANTIC
CITY
EXPRESSWAY to NJH 73 NORTH or any
other route that brings you to the NJH 73
NORTH and follow it to a left turn at the
traffic signal for NORCROSS ROAD . You
will pass BINDER MACHINERY on your
left and TOM WELLS ROAD on your right.
Get in the left lane for the left turn. After the
turn FOUR COUNTY EYE CLINIC will be
on your right.
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CAHNT AVENUE is the next RIGHT
TURN just one block east of NJH 73
SOUTH on NORCROSS ROAD.
223 is the last house on the left with a large
driveway after the mailbox with 223 on it.

Alternate Route From the EAST
Follow
UNITED
STATES
(US)
HIGHWAY (USH) 30 through Atco to the
intersection with NJH 73 SOUTH. This is a
cloverleaf under the overpass then RIGHT up
onto NJH 73 SOUTH.
Continue on NJH 73 SOUTH for about two
miles until you pass WINSLOW HIGH
SCHOOL on your left get in the right lane to
turn right at the traffic signal for
NORCROSS ROAD with FOUR COUNTY
EYE CLINIC on your right.
CAHNT AVENUE is the next RIGHT
TURN just one block east of NJH 73
SOUTH on NORCROSS ROAD.

there is a traffic signal with a 7-11 ahead.
Turn LEFT and then bear RIGHT onto
HOPEWELL ROAD.
Follow HOPEWELL ROAD about 5 miles
to a RIGHT TURN onto JACKSON ROAD
(CCH 534). This is a T junction traffic
signal with TOWN TAVERN on your left
and a private driveway dead ahead.
Get into the left lanes for a left turn at the
next traffic signal onto NJH 73 SOUTH.
Continue on NJH 73 SOUTH for about two
miles until you pass WINSLOW HIGH
SCHOOL on your left get in the right lane to
turn right at the traffic signal for
NORCROSS ROAD with FOUR COUNTY
EYE CLINIC on your right.
CAHNT AVENUE is the next RIGHT
TURN just one block east of NJH 73
SOUTH on NORCROSS ROAD.
223 is the last house on the left with a large
driveway after the mailbox with 223 on it.

223 is the last house on the left with a large
driveway after the mailbox with 223 on it.

From the NORTH or NORTHEAST
From NJ HIGHWAY 70 WEST or any other
route that brings you to Medford Village and
the intersection of NJH 70 and
BURLINGTON COUNTY HIGHWAY
(BCH) 541 (Gold letters on a Blue Pentagon
Sign). Follow BCH 541, Main Street,
SOUTH through Medford Village until it
crosses a concrete bridge with parkland on
either side. Turn RIGHT onto BCH 623,
Mill Street, and follow until it ends at the
junction with BCH 544 EAST.
The above will require a RIGHT turn when
Mill Street ends and a bear to the LEFT at
the next traffic signal with HARTFORD
ROAD coming from the NORTH.
At the junction with BCH 544 EAST (about 3
miles from Hartford Road, through the
traffic signal at Tuckerton Road, BCH 620)
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